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Abstract
One of the most important items for better file system performance is efficient
buffering of disk blocks in main memory. Efficient buffering helps to reduce the
widespeed gap between main memory and hard disks. In this buffering system, the
block replacement policy is one of the most important design decisions that
determines which disk block should be replaced when the buffer is full. To overcome
the problem of performance gap between hard disks and main memory, there have
been lots of proposed policies. Most of these policies are the development of the
Least-Recently-Used (LRU) and Least-Frequently-Used (LFU) models.
WRP(Weighting Replacement Policy) is a replacement algorithm that its
performance is better than the LRU and LFU. The most advantage of this model is
it’s similarity to both LRU and LFU, which means it has the benefits of both. This
research proposes a new block replacement Policy namely, DWRP (Developed
Weighting Replacement Policy) which solves the problems of WRPalgorithm and
retains its advantages.
Keywords: Block replacement policy, System performance, Main memory, Buffering system, Speed
gap

1. Introduction
To overcome the speed gap between hard disks and main memory, much research
has been performed on buffering disk blocks in main memory. Such a buffering system
is called a buffer cache and one of its most important design decisions is the block
replacement policy that decides the block to be replaced when the buffer cache is full.
There is a terminology for cache efficiency namely “Hit Rate” (Hit Rate expresses
the rapport between the number of addresses accessed from cache and the total number
of addresses accessed during that time). The antonym for “Hit Rate” is named “Miss
Rate” which can be ascertained by Miss Rate = 1 – Hit Rate formulas. Cache memory
uses uniformly sized items which are called pages. The first access will be always a
Miss When the cache is empty. Until the cache is filled with pages, the misses may
happen. After some cycles, when the cache is filled, this kind of misses wills not happen
anymore. Another kind of miss happens when there is an access to a page that is not in
the cache and the cache is full of pages, in this situation replacement policy should
determine conditions under which a new page will be replaced with an existing one. A
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good block replacement policy must be easy to implement in hardware and must have
good performance with low overhead on the system [20]. In [10] proposed a
replacement algorithm that have low overhead on the system and it is easy to implement
in hardware. This model is named Weighting Replacement Policy (WRP) which is
based on ranking of the pages in the cache according to three factors. Whenever a miss
occurs, a page with the lowest rank point is selected to be substituted by the new desired
page. In WRP, if weighting value of a page be more, then its rank will be lower. First
factor namely Liis the counter which shows the recency of block i in the buffer and
second factor namely Fi is the counter which shows the number of times that block i in
buffer has been referenced. Third factor is the time difference ∆Ti = Tci - Tpi where Tci
is the time of last access and Tpi is the time of penultimate access. In this model, the
weighting value of block i compute by (1).



ܹ = ி ∗∆்


(1)


WRP algorithm has two basic problems. First problem of this algorithm is at above
function that has been explained with an example. suppose that there are two pages A
and B in cache memory and the value of LA/FA for page A is equal to the value LB/FB
for page B and this value correspond to Y. meanwhile, ∆TA be equal to 2 and ∆TB be
equal to 10. If a miss occurs in this condition, then the page A is selected to be
substituted by the new desired page because the weighting value of page A is more than
page B. but this selection is not true because ∆TA is less than ∆TB (∆TA< ∆TB) and this
means that the time difference between two last access of page B is more than page A.
then the probability of referencing to page A is more than page B in future, there for the
page B must be selected for replacement and not A . The second problem of WRP
algorithm is that it considers only the time difference between two last accesses and
doesn’t consider the previous accesses. In this research, a new page replacement
algorithm namely DWRP has been proposed which solves these two problems and other
trivial problems.
2. Background
Most of replacement policies in use are based on frequency and recency properties,
but they fail in some applications. Other new policies may work better, but most of
them are not easy to implement. For example, LRU policy that is a recency-based
policy, fails badly for big loops. LFU policy that is a frequency-based policy, works
badly when various parts of memory have various time–variant patterns. The LFU
policy has many problems: it needs logarithmic implementation complexity in cache
memory size, pays almost no attention to recent history, and does not conform well to
altering access patterns since it collect stale pages with high frequency counts that may
no longer be helpful [10]. The method Clock with Adaptive Replacement (CAR) works
in much the same way as the Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC) explained below.
However, CAR avoids the last two LRU downfalls of ARC. These downfalls are: 1) the
overhead of moving a page to the most recently used position on every page hit; and 2)
serialized, in the fact that when moving these pages to the most recently used position
the cache is locked so that it doesn’t change during this transition [6].In the Most
Frequently Used (MFU) algorithm [1], the blocks that have been referenced more
frequently are the candidates for replacement. However, since it doesn’t consider the
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recency factor, it cannot differentiate between blocks that were once hot but now
becoming cold and blocks that are currently hot. If frequency density of a block is
high(the references to the block are dense), that block is said to be hot [1]. The memory
system consists of a hierarchy of caches. The performance of the entire memory
hierarchy will suffer, if each cache in the hierarchy decides which block to replace in an
independent way, particularly if inclusion is to be maintained [15]. In these cases a
global strategy usually has a limited performance potential. But an optimal global
strategy could help to improve the performance. By implementing a global replacement
policy for all cache levels which includes both recency and frequency features, the hit
ratio of each level will have a minimal influence on the upper level [2, 8]. The LFU-K
(K = 1, 2 …) algorithm increases servers' performance. This algorithm keeps the
number of times that a page has been referenced and associates a value with each block
which is based on a special function. This value quantifies the priority of every block
and whenever a miss occurs, a block with the lowest priority is selected to be
substituted by the new desired block [4].
The MF-LRU algorithm is a blend of two popular replacement policies namely the
LRU and MFU replacement policies. The MF-LRU associates a value with each block
called the Recency Frequency Factor (RFF), which quantifies the importance of that
block i.e. the likelihood that the block be referenced in the near future. Thus the block
with the least RFF is the victim for replacement [1, 21]. A replacement algorithm is
proposed in [10], which imposes low overhead on the system and is easy to implement
in hardware. This algorithm is named Weighting Replacement Policy (WRP) which is
based on ranking of the pages in the cache. Whenever a miss occurs, a page with the
lowest rank point is selected to be substituted by the new desired page. In WRP, if
weighting value of a page is high, then its rank will be low. Algorithm like Taylor
Series Prediction (TSP) [11] is based on recency, frequency, size and cost. This
algorithm is suitable for web caching. Many replacement policies have been proposed in
the last few years, like LRU-K (K = 1, 2, …) algorithm, the Greedy Dual size (GD-size)
policy and Greedy Dual Size Frequency (GDSF) algorithm, which is an enhancement
of the GD-size algorithm. Most of these caching algorithms like TSP are based on
recency, frequency, size and cost. Most of them are suitable for web caching. Although
the LRU replacement algorithm is the most popular algorithm but this algorithm isn't
the cheapest in terms of hardware cost [12]. Most of the work done in cache
replacement algorithm is local. Some of the proposed algorithms accommodate to the
application behavior, but within a single cache. For example, Qureshi et.al suggest
retaining some fraction of the working set in the cache so that some fraction of the
working set cooperate to the cache hits [13].Cache misses are not of equal importance,
and it depends on the amount of memory level parallelism (MLP) [14]. An MLP-aware
cache replacement is presented in [19].
3. Motivation
A well-known performance enhancement technique that is used in computer systems
is Caching. Paged virtual memory, web caching and Processor’s cache are some
examples of using this technique. Performance of the system depends on cache
mechanism. The time access for main memory is at least 10 times larger than the cache.
Increasing the size of cache results in higher performance, but it has a very expensive
technology. That’s why the cache size is always smaller than the main memory.
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According to access time of the cache memory, fetching data from cache memory has
an important role in system performance. Other techniques should be used until make
cache more efficient for systems and the block replacement policy is an important
technique for doing this task. Most of policies are the development of the LeastRecently-Used (LRU) and Least-Frequently-Used (LFU) models such as WRP
(Weighting Replacement Policy).WRP is a replacement policy that its performance is
better than the LRU and LFU but it has some problems. In this research, a new page
replacement policy namely DWRP has been proposed which solves the problems of
WRP.
4. DWRP Replacement Algorithm
In this section, the proposed replacement algorithm has been explained. The size of
the blocks has been assumed that is equal and the replacement algorithm is used to
manage a memory that holds a finite number of these blocks. A hit will occur when
there is a reference to a block in the buffer. When a reference to a block not in the buffer
is done, a miss will occur and referenced block must be added to buffer. When buffer is
full and a miss occurs, an exciting block must be evicted to make room for a new one.
The proposed replacement algorithm is a powerful tool that can increases the system
performance with considering three parameters recency, frequency and reference rate of
every block. In fact, it performs both LRU and LFU algorithms and gives a weight to
each block according to three said parameters. First parameter namely RBiis the
counter which shows the recency of block i in the buffer and second parameter namely
FBi is the counter which shows the number of times that block i in buffer has been
referenced . Third parameter namely δtk(i) is the average of time distances for block i
from begin to tk time (a time distance namely ∆T is the time difference between two
sequential access of a block). If block i referenced at time tk then third parameter
computes for block i by (2).
δ௧ (݅) =

δ(ೖషభ) ()ା∆்ೖషభ

(2)

ଶ

Now suppose that block i referenced at times t0,t1, t2 and t3 (Fig. 1) and δt0(i) be
equal to 1 then δt3(i) computes by (3), (4), (5).
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Figure 1. Reference to block i at times t0, t1, t2 and t3
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Based on three said parameters, the weighting value of block i at time tk compute by
(6).
ோ

ܹܤ = ி ∗ δ௧ (݅)

(6)



RBi will work like LRU counter, when the new block i is placed in the buffer then all
of the parameters in weighting function must be set, and it will be followed by setting
RBi to 1 , FBi to 1 and δt0(i) to 1. FBi has been set to 1 because it means that the block i
has been used once and δt0(i) has been assumed that be equal to 1 because the time
between each reference to a block would be at least one in its minimum case. In every
access to buffer at time tk, if referenced block j is in the buffer then a hit is occurred and
the proposed algorithm will work in this way:
1) RBi= RBi+1
2)δ୲୩ (j) =

، for every i ≠ j

δ౪(ౡషభ)(୨)ାୖౠ
ଶ

, FBj = FBj+1 and RBj =1

In accessing to buffer at time tk if referenced block j is not in the buffer a miss
occurs and the algorithm will choose the block in buffer which the value of its
weighting function is greater than the others. Searching for block with greatest
weighting value will be started in the buffer from top to down. In this way, if values of
some blocks are equal to each other, the block which has been referenced less
frequently will be chosen to evict from buffer. It means that the proposed algorithm
follows LFU low in its nature. Let assume that a miss has been occurred and block t has
the greatest weighting value and it must be evicted from buffer, thus the proposed
algorithm will work in this way:
1) RBi= RBi+1
2) FBt = 1

، for every i ≠ j

3) FBj = FBj+1 ، δ୲୩ (j) =

δ౪(ౡషభ) (୨)ାୖౠ
ଶ

and

RBj =1

The weighting value of blocks that are in buffer will update in every access to cache.
As in simulation section has been shown, the proposed algorithm will work better than
WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO with different cache sizes. One of the important concepts in
replacement algorithms is its overhead in the systems. The proposed algorithm needs
three counter to work and will add space overhead to system: first, algorithm needs a
space for counter RBi second, it needs a space for counter FBi and third it needs a
counter for δtk(i). The last and maximum space that it needs is a space for WBi, which is
as weighing value for each block in the buffer. Calculating weighting function value for
each block after every access to cache will cause a time overhead to system. Although
the WBi is considered as an integer number to decrease the time and memory overheads.
5. Simulation
To evaluate the proposed algorithm experimentally, the proposed algorithm has been
simulated in C programming language and has been compared with other algorithms
like WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO. The simulator program was designed to run thousands
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trace of memory addresses by proposed algorithm and four said algorithms. The
obtained hit ratio depends on the replacement algorithm, cache size and the locality of
reference for cache requests. An address trace is simply a list of one hundred numbers
between 0 and 10 that generate randomly by a program. In fact, every of these 11
numbers are explanatory of one memory address.
5.1 Simulation Results

The simulation program has been executed twice and with 4 different cache sizes
until evaluates the performance of the proposed algorithm. At first time, 1000 different
address traces have been considered as input of the simulation program. The simulator
acquires the hit ratio for each of 1000 traces and then computes the average of hit ratios.
The average of hit ratios for each of cache sizes has been compared with WRP, LRU,
LFU and FIFO. As it is indicated in Fig. 2, if 1000 different address traces are executed
by simulation program (NT=1000) then on the average, the proposed weighting
replacement algorithm works about 0.4% better than WRP and about 0.22% Better than
LRU. In Fig. 2, the proposed algorithm has been compared with WRP, LRU, LFU and
FIFO by thousands address traces. The simulator computed the accurate WBi for each
reference, but for implementing there is no necessarily to use float value and it can be
simplified to an integer number. At second time, the simulator received 2000 different
address traces as input and then computed the average of hit ratios. As it is indicated in
Fig. 3, the maximum average of hit ratios for DWRP is 68.315%, and is about 0.13%
more than WRP and about 0.14% better than FIFO. In the worst case the result is equal
to the maximum average of hit ratios of WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO. Fig. 3 shows the
comparison and the results for 2000 address traces. This figure shows that the proposed
algorithm is always better than four other algorithms.
Table 1. A Comparison between hit ratio of DWRP, WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO for 4 different cache
sizes (NT=1000). In this case, an enhancement compare to WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO for DWRP in
all cache sizes is seen
Cache Size (# of Blocks)
2
4
6
8

DWRP %
17.944
35.514
52.57
68.68
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WRP %
17.765
35.161
52.042
68.418

LRU %
17.894
35.276
52.212
68.47

LFU %
17.913
35.37
52.327
68.334

FIFO %
17.831
35.385
52.324
68.456
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Figure 2.Performance of DWRP, WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO with different cache sizes for NT=1000.
DWRP performs better than other algorithms
Table 2.A Comparison between hit ratio of DWRP, WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO for 4 different cache
sizes (NT=2000). In this case, an enhancement compare to WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO for DWRP in
all cache sizes is seen
Cache Size (# of Blocks)
2
4
6
8

DWRP %
17.8905
35.3185
52.2440
68.315

WRP %
17.878
35.2615
52.011
68.1225

LRU %
17.8875
35.297
52.1595
68.221

LFU %
17.826
35.2275
52.172
68.2775

FIFO %
17.8725
35.2425
51.979
68.132
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Figure 3.Performance of DWRP, WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO with different cache sizes for NT=2000.
DWRP performs better than other algorithms
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6. Conclusion
In this article, a new caching replacement algorithm has been proposed that is the
improvement of the WRP algorithm. The WRP algorithm has two basic problems. The
first problem of this algorithm happens when the result of division of two factors
(recency and frequency) for one block is equal to another block. The second problem is
that it considers the only time distance between two last access for ∆Ti and doesn't
consider the previous accesses. In this article by proposing a new function, removed
this two problems and the other little problems. The DWRP has been simulated with
two traces and has been compared with WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO. Simulation shows
that this new algorithm works better than four algorithms WRP, LRU, LFU and FIFO.
Considering the additional parameters and factors which describe features of objects in
the buffer would help to improvement of proposed algorithm, for instance, considering
the cost and size of each object in the cache that will make DWRP suitable for
applications like web caching.
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